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Customer Reviews
It has long been known that doing puzzles keeps your brain from surrendering to alzheimers. I find the PEOPLES PUZZLERS more attuned to my limited knowledge of the outside world. They are fun and informative.

This is the second book I have purchased for my daughter. The first time I ordered one, the price was a bit much and I commented on it when rating the product. My account was refunded a fair amount and the price have been adjusted fairly online so I will continue to order.

easy but not simple. my mom (85) and I do them together, great time together. would recommend this produce for family togetherness

Okay in all honesty, I have not received this yet..... BUT..... I will tell from past experience because I have purchased so many of these that this puzzler book will be as much fun as all the others I have got from during the last few years. I find these interesting and fun and if I have a little extra time here and there, I enjoy doing the various types of puzzles inside. I also put these in my large
handbag and take them with me while waiting at a Doctor's office for an appointment or whatever.

I'm not the best puzzle doer and these are pretty easy, but we keep them in our master bathroom and they are just right for keeping you occupied. There are 5 books in one so it will last a really long time. If you add up the cost of the books individually you'll see this is a great savings.

So much fun!! Lots and lots of Puzzles for those who love the Crosswords in People. This one also has shows & movies from long ago, which I like too. A Puzzler called Arrow Words is in there, which I have never seen and enjoy doing.

This is my favorite puzzler book. I buy all the people puzzlers as soon as they come out. I mainly like these books because they are about the entertainment industry.

I bought this for myself not Sure what to expect. I love doing the crossword puzzles in People magazine so I was looking forward to that, but this book is full of lots of different puzzles and is great fun.
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